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Summary

Cr-Cu alloys suitable for electric contact materials for vacuum interrupters
have been fabricated from the mixtures of very coarse Cr and fine Cu
powders by liquid phase sintering. Large Cr particles in the sintered compacts
need to be refined to meet new requirements for extended applications. In the
present study, the refinement of large Cr particles has been tested adding Mo
or W elements into the interior of Cr-Cu compacts. The large Cr particles
were refined with addition of either Mo or W. Large Cr particles of 200~300jim
in diameter were refined to small particles less than 100 (j.m in diameter.
Critical amount of Mo or W necessary to induce refinement of large Cr
particles was more than 2% in both cases. The particle refinement is
accompanied by formation of cored structures. Particles of Cr-rich solid
solution with Mo or W cores have been regarded to result from preferential
dissolution of Cr particles and subsequent precipitation on the Mo or W
particle surfaces.
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1. Introduction

Recently Cr-Cu alloy systems useful for electric contact materials for vacuum
interrupters operating at medium voltage range have been studied
intensively11'21. A Cr-Cu alloy system is a composite material in which Cr
particles with high electric resistivity are being dispersed in the Cu matrix with
high electric conductivity. Electric properties of Cr-Cu alloys have a strong
dependency on the microstructural factors such as Cr content, size of Cr
particles, and dispersiveness of Cr particles in the Cu matrix.
As the Cr-Cu alloys have extended their applications from electric contacts for
vacuum interrupters to circuits for reactors and condensers, both improved
current interruption capability and high breakdown voltage limit have been
required'31. In order to meet these requirements for new applications, either
refinement of Cr particles or addition of refractory elements to the Cr-Cu
alloys has been tried [4"8].

Usually coarse Cr powders are used to fabricate Cr-Cu alloys in order to
avoid a detrimental effect of surface oxidation of Cr particles. Large Cr
powders, however, give undesirable effects on fabrication of Cr-Cu alloys. It is
very difficult to fabricate sintered compacts both with high density and with
homogeneous microstructures from the coarse Cr powders. A Cr-Cu alloy
with a fine grain structure was considered to have improved dielectric
strength, compared to that with a coarse grain structure'9'101, but a fabrication
method for Cr-Cu alloys with homogeneously fine grain structures from
coarse Cr powders has not been invented yet. If the coarse Cr particles can
be refined easily during sintering, it may be of great advantage to fabrication
of Cr-Cu alloys with high performance, because coarse Cr powders can be
used without menace to harmful surface oxidation of fine Cr powders.
Although additions of refractory elements have been tested to improve the
properties of Cr-Cu alloys, there are no systematic studies for refinement of
Cr particles yet. In the present study, the refinement of coarse Cr particles
has been studied adding either molybdenum (Mo) or tungsten (W) into the
interior of Cr-Cu alloy compacts with coarse Cr particles.
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2. Experimental

Powders used in the present experiment were copper (Cu), chromium (Cr),
tungsten (W), and molybdenum (Mo). Size and producer of respective
powders are about 15 urn (Cu, Changsung), 200-300 |̂ m or 70 u.m (Cr,
Sumitomo), 4.6 urn (W, TaeguTec), and 4.0 um (Mo, TaeguTec) in diameters.
The respective powders were weighed to make predetermined alloys of Cr-
Cu, Cr-Cu-Mo, and Cr-Cu-W with various compositions. In the alloys, the Cu
content was varied from 55% to 75% by weight and either Mo or W was
substituted for some parts of Cu, where the weight fraction of added W was
controlled by two times of added Mo in order to keep a volume fraction of
solid phase in both compacts almost constant. The weighed powders were
mechanically mixed in a slurry with iso-propanol and dried in a vacuum oven.
The dried powders were dosed by 4 g and compacted into a cylindrical disk of
12 mm in diameter under 260 MPa. As a model experiment to verify a role of
added Mo on the refinement of Cr particles, Mo bulk was inserted into the
interior of Cr-75%Cu powder bed and compacted (a model compact).
Powder compacts were sintered isothermally at 1100°C for 20 h under flowing
hydrogen, where the model compact was sintered for 50 h. Specimens for
microstructure observation were prepared along with a conventional route.
Polished cross-sections of the compacts were etched by a solution of distilled
water (100 ml), oxalic acid (5 g), and tataric acid (1 g) and observed by an
optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Size
distributions of the Cr particles in the sintered compacts were measured by a
linear intercept method on the optical micrographs. Composition analyses
were made by electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA) on the cross-sections of
the sintered bodies.

3. Results and Discussion

(1) Microstructure evolutions in the Cr-Cu alloys with addition of Mo
Figure 1 shows the microstructures of sintered Cr-75%Cu compacts partially
replaced with Mo. Large Cr particles with corrugated surfaces are observed in
the Cr-75%Cu compact (Figure 1(a)). Corrugated surfaces of the Cr particles
resulted from an energy relationship, called a dihedral angle, between grain
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Figure 1. Microstructures of Cr-(75-x)%Cu-x%Mo compacts sintered at
1100°C for 20 h: (a) x = 0, (b) x = 2, (c) x = 5, (d) x = 10. All the figures are in
the same magnification.

boundary and grain surface exposed to Cu matrix, which had been a liquid at
the sintering temperature. When Mo element more than 2% was added to Cr-
75%Cu alloys, large Cr particles were refined into small Cr particles (Figures
1(b-d)). As the Mo content in the compact increased, the Cr particles became
smaller in diameter. The Cr particles begin to be refined not in the Cr-73%Cu-
2%Mo compact. The compacts with more than 5%Mo exhibit a drastic
microstructural change. The Cr particles were almost completely refined into
the uniformly fine grain structure (Figures 1(b-d)).
Figure 2 shows the microstructures of sintered Cr-(65-x)%Cu-x%Mo
compacts in the same manner in Figure 1 (x = 0 ~ 10). Generally the same
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Figure 2. Microstructures of Cr-(65-x)%Cu-x%Mo compacts sintered at
1100°C for 20 h: (a) x = 0, (b) x = 2, (c) x = 5, (d) x = 10.

microstructural changes as those in Figure 1 took place in Figure 2. The
refined Cr particles in Figure 2 seem smaller in all the compositions than
those in Figure 1. The Cr particles in the Cr-63%Cu-2%Mo compact were
partially refined Figure 2(b), whereas the Cr particles in the Cr-73%Cu-
2%Mo compact showed only a little refinement (Figure 1(b)).
In addition, Figure 3 shows the microstructures of sintered Cr-(55-x)%Cu-
x%Mo compacts (x = 0 ~ 10). The refinement of Cr particles with addition of
Mo in Figure 3 looks similar to those in Figures 1 and 2.
It is verified from Figures 1-3 that Mo at least more than 2% should be added
to the Cr-Cu alloy systems in order to refine the Cr particles. Figure 4 shows
the variations of Cr particle size measured in the Cr-(75-x)%Cu-x%Mo
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Figure 3. Microstructures of Cr-(55-x)%Cu-x%Mo compacts sintered at
1100°C for 20 h: (a) x = 0, (b) x = 2, (c) x = 5, (d) x = 10.

compacts (x = 0 ~ 10) by a linear intercept method. At x=2, the Cr particles
were partly refined to small particles apparently with about 100 ¡im in
intercept length as shown in Figure 1(b). When 5%Mo was added, all the
large Cr particles were refined to fine Cr particles with about 80)im in
intercept length. At 10%Mo, the fine Cr particles appeared to grow again
to slightly large size about 100 |o.m in intercept size. Therefore, Figure 4
represents that the Cr-Cu-Mo compact with 5%Mo has the finest and most
homogeneous grain structures, which agrees well with the microstructure in
Figure 1(d).
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Figure 4. Variation of distributions in intercept length measured on the
sintered Cr-(75-x)%Cu-x%Mo compacts sintered at 1100°C for 20 h.

(2) Microstructure evolutions in the Cr-Cu alloys with addition of W
When W element was added to the Cr-Cu alloys in order to make a fine grain
structure instead of Mo, added W results in the same refinement of Cr
particles with addition of Mo. Figure 5 shows the microstructures of Cr-
(75-x)%Cu-x%W compacts (x = 0 ~ 20). The large Cr particles were refined to
the smaller grains, compared to refinement of Cr particles observed in the
case of Mo addition. In the Cr-Cu-W alloy systems, a critical amount of W
required to induce refinement may be about 4%. Interestingly, a gray phase
was observed inside the small Cr grains, but there is no gray phase in the
interior of large Cr particles. Volume factions of this gray phase increase in
proportion to the amount of W added to the Cr-Cu alloys.
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Figure 5. Microstructures of Cr-(75-x)%Cu-x%W compacts sintered at 1100°C
for 20 h: (a)x = 0, (b)x = 4, (c) x = 10, (d) x = 20.

Figure 6 shows the variations of intercept length of Cr particles measured in
the Cr-(75-x)%Cu-x%W compacts (x = 0 ~ 20). The Cr particles were refined
almost at x=4 and completely at x=10. At 20%W, the number of fine Cr
particles decreases and the fine Cr particles seemed to grow. Figure 5(d),
however, shows occurrence of severe agglomeration of Cr particles instead of
particle growth. In Figures 1-3 and 5, dihedral angles of Cr-Cu-Mo and Cr-Cu-
W alloy systems seem far from zero and therefore, the Cr particles tend to be
agglomerated.

(3) Results of EPMA
In order to identify the gray phase inside the Cr particles observed in the Cr-
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Figure 6. Variation of distributions in intercept length measured on the
sintered Cr-(75-x)%Cu-x%W compacts sintered at 1100°C for 20 h.

Cu-W alloys, EPMA was carried out on the cross-section of Cr-65%Cu-10%W
compact. Figure 7(a) is a back-scattered electron image. A white phase is
observed inside the particle of a black phase. Figure 7(b) shows the
composition profiles of W, Cr, and Cu measured along the line x-x' in
sequence from the top of the picture. Figure 7(b) indicates that the white
phase is almost a pure W and the black phase surrounding the W phase is a
Cr-rich alloy phase. The white W phase in contact with Cr-rich phase has a
sharp boundary between the two phases. The shape and size of white
phase look very similar to those of added W powders.
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Figure 7. (a) Back-scattered electron image of Cr-65%Cu-10%W compact
and (b) composition profiles measured on the same figure along the x-x' line.

Figure 8. (a) Back-scattered electron image of Cr-70%Cu-5%Mo compact
and (b) composition profiles measured on the same figure along the z-z' line.

The Cr-70%Cu-5%Mo alloys was also analyzed in the same manner.
Figure 8(a) shows a back-scattered electron image, in which white areas are
observed inside the black phase, but there are no sharp boundaries between
the two phases. Figure 8(b) shows composition profiles of Mo, Cr, and Cu
measured along the z-z' line. The white area is identified to be a Mo-rich alloy
phase and a Mo concentration changes gradually from the center of white
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Mo-rich phase to the surrounding black phase.
Figures 7 and 8 imply that the pure W phase (or Mo-rich phase) inside the Cr-
rich alloy phase is formed by the same mechanism. Here, these
microstructures are called 'a cored structure'. However, the cored structure in
the present study is quite different from other type of cored structures,
because the cores are seen as aggregates of several small W or Mo particles
inside the Cr-rich alloy particles.
Different features of the cored structures between Cr-Cu-Mo and Cr-Cu-W
alloys are attributed to different behaviors of phase separation at the sintering
temperature. Both W and Mo forms complete solid solutions with Cr above
the spinodal decomposition temperature. The spinodal decomposition
temperatures are 1677°C in the Cr-W alloy and 880°C in the Cr-Mo alloy,
respectively1111. A sintering temperature of 1100°C in the present study
corresponds to the temperature forming a complete solid solution in case of
Mo addition, but to the temperature forming two separated phases (Cr-rich
phase + W-rich phase) in case of W addition. Therefore, added Mo forms
easily a solid solution without sharp boundaries in the Cr-Cu-Mo alloy
systems. On the other hand, added W tends to remain as a pure W because
a Cr-rich phase coexists with a W-rich phase and then, a sharp boundary is
maintained between the two phases.

(4) Mechanism of Cr refinement and cored structure formation
Figures 7 and 8 show that the added W or Mo powders are found in the
interior of particles of Cr-rich solid solution. Apparently W or Mo looks
indifferent to Cr particle refinement because all the W or Mo particles are
completely enveloped by the Cr-rich solid solution. However, Figures 1-3 and
5 strongly indicate that Mo or W plays a critical role on the Cr particle
refinement, because no refinements were observed without addition of Mo or
W into the Cr-Cu alloys.
Figure 9 shows the microstructures observed in the model compact with the
Mo bulk. Figure 9(a) is a microstructure near the surface of Mo bulk in contact
with Cr-75%Cu alloy. Two distinct layers were observed on the surface of Mo
bulk and large Cr particles were also found to have grown on the top layer on
the Mo bulk. Figure 9(b) is an internal structure around the two layers
observed byTEM.
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Figure 9. A microstructure near the surface of Mo bulk contacted with Cr-
75%Cu alloy compact at 1100°C for 50 h. (a) an optical micrograph and (b) a
TEM image of the marked area in (a).

Recrystallized Mo grains containing many dislocations and small amount of
Cr are in contact with pure Mo substrate. Many small Cr grains believed to be
a reprecipitated Cr are found on the surface of a recrystallized Mo layer. On
the other hand, no recrystallized grains are found on the surface of any Cr
particles. Figure 9 demonstrates that the Mo cores in the interior of Cr-rich
particles are formed by recrystallization of Mo followed by preferential
dissolution of Cr particles and subsequent precipitation of Cr-rich solid
solution on the recrystallized Mo grains.
A role of Mo (or W) on the Cr refinement can be schematically illustrated as
shown in Figure 10. Mo and Cr atoms diffuse simultaneously into the Cu
liquid in the early stage and then, each kind of atoms reaches the surface of
another metal. The atoms arrived at the another metal diffuse inward into the
lattice. Resultantly a thin coherent diffusion layer with high elastic strain
energy is being developed on the surfaces of each particle. It can be
assumed that a diffusion-induced recrystallization occurs at one of two
coherent diffusion layers. In the present study, it can be reasoned that a
coherent layer on the surface of Mo may be recrystallized first as shown in
Figure 9(b). Once the surface of Mo bulk(or powder) is recrystallized to a
stable equilibrium phase, a coherent layer on the surface of Cr grains can not
remain stable, because the coherent layer on the Cr grains has free energy
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Diffusion of Mo and Cr
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Figure 10. A schematic illustration for formation of cored structures during
liquid phase sintering of Cr-Cu alloys in the presence of Mo.

(coherent strain energy)112'131 relatively higher than the equilibrated
recrystallized Mo grains. Therefore, Cr particles dissolve into the Cu liquid and
precipitate as a stable Cr-rich solid solution on the recrystallized Mo grains.
The dissolving Cr grains have a coherent diffusion layer persistently until the
dissolved Mo atoms in the Cu liquid are consumed completely, because the
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Mo metal enveloped with Cr-rich solid solution can not supply the Mo atoms to
the Cu liquid any longer. As a result, particles of Cr-rich solid solution with Mo
or W cores are formed and large Cr particles are refined through dissolution
and subsequent reprecipiation on the surfaces of fine Mo or W particles.
In the present study, we could not experimentally prove a contribution of
coherency strain on the present microstructural evolution. However,
recrystallization of Mo and subsequent growth of Cr-rich solid solution on the
recrystallized Mo are considered to be enough to figure out an action of
coherency strain energy both in the refinement of Cr particles and in the
formation of cored structures.

4. Conclusions

The large Cr particles in the sintered Cr-Cu alloys have been refined
successfully by addition of Mo or W to the Cr-Cu powder compacts with
coarse Cr powder and the sintered Cr-Cu alloys with homogeneously fine
grain structures were obtained. Large Cr particles approximately 200-300 |im
in diameter were refined into the small Cr particles of about 100 jim in
diameter. A threshold amount of Mo or W required to induce Cr particle
refinement is larger than about 2% in both cases. Each small Cr particle has
a core comprised of Mo or W particles.
It was found in the model experiment that the recrystallized Mo grains were
formed on the surface of bulk Mo and the Cr-rich solid solution was
precipitated on the recrystallized Mo. There were no recrystallized grains on
the surface of Cr particles. From the cored structures and precipitation of Cr-
rich solid solution on the recrystallized Mo, it is suggested that the refinement
of large Cr particles results from preferential dissolution of Cr particles and
subsequent precipitation of Cr-rich solid solution, which, in turn, results from
action of coherency strain energy on the surfaces of the Cr particles.
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